




Supervised by the national special inspection department, FSTpipe has obtained the "Special Equipment Manufacturing License" 
in China (TS certification), "Special Equipment Production License" (G C Level 2), ISO9001. ISO14001 and other certificates and 
honors. It has become a reliable choice for the majority of users. 

To your entrustment, we must promise. We will give customers ten years of quality assurance to escort your career!

Guangdong Foster Fluid Technology Co., Ltd.(FSTpipe), is a national high-tech enterprise that specializes in R 
& D, production, sales, and installation of aluminum alloy and stainless steel pipeline system for compressed 
air, inert gases, vacuum, and drinking water. 

FSTpipe has a strong professional team, from product design, development, and production to sales consulting, there are professional products, applications, 
installation engineers, and sales managers to provide you with pre-sale, in-sale and after-sale technical installation consultation service. The FSTpipe compressed 
air pipe system is widely used in aerospace manufacturing, automobile manufacturing, precision electronics, machinery manufacturing, Packaging and printing, 
home appliance manufacturing, furniture manufacturing, tobacco, food, medicine, and many other high-end Industries. FSTpipe products have more than 100 
national patents, with energy-saving and environmental protection, fast installation, Rugged and other characteristics.

FSTpipe always pays attention to the core needs of customers, in order to improve their productivity and profitability ability to reduce users' production energy 
consumption. With its advanced technology, excellent quality, and a win-win strategy of strategic cooperation, FSTpipe has offices at home and abroad. The 
products are warmly welcomed in Australia, America, Mexico, Colombia, Brazil, and Southeast Asian countries such as Thailand, Pakistan,  Cambodia, and 
Vietnam. The perfect sales and service network occupies the commanding heights of the industry.
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Innovation as the soul, 
create win-win cooperation.
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To be a global professional supplier of 
comprehensive solutions for the compressed 

pipeline systems.

All pipelines are our business scope.
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Hotline: +86 13421909014












